Grayson County Fair
Dog Obedience Score Sheet
Date __________

Class _________ Breed ________ Armband # ________

Skills to be Performed
Out for a Walk/Loose lead walking: Demonstrate handler is in
control of dog. Dog may be on either side of handler. Handler
should be able to easily get dog’s attention. A right turn, left
turn and halt should be demonstrated. Dog may or may not sit
when halted.

Deductions

Max
Points

Crowds handler __________
Constantly tugs on leash _______

40

Not attentive to handler _______
Other:

Reaction to other dogs: Demonstrate dog can move about
while staying under control. Dog may show some interest in
other dogs but must continue walking with its handler. Dog
should not jump on other people or dogs or show shyness,
resentment or aggression.

Constantly tugs on leash _________
Exhibits Over-exuberance ________
Jumps on people/dogs __________

40

Shyness/Resentment ___________
Other:

Sit for Exam or Petting: Demonstrate dog will allow a friendly
stranger to approach & touch it while handler is out with it.
Dog must be sitting as judge approaches. Judge may examine
or pet dog on head or body. Dog may stand while being petted.
Dog must not show shyness or resentment. Handler may talk to
dog throughout exercise.
Sit/Down/Stay in Place: Demonstrate dog has training, will
respond to handler’s commands to sit and down and will
remain in place when commanded by handler. Dog may be in
sit or down position while staying in place. Dog must stay in
place while handler walks six (6) feet away and returns and
should remain in position until it is released by handler.
Recall: Demonstrate dog will come when called by handler.
Handler must walk six (6) feet away, turn to face the dog, then
call the dog.

Shows shyness/resentment ______
Dog does not sit ________

40

Other:

Does not respond to sit __________
Does not respond to down _______

40

Does not stay in place ___________
Other:

Does not come when called _______
Handler must pull dog on lead _____

40

Anticipates recall _________
Other:

Maximum Points
Harsh Discipline ____ Fouls Ring ____ Leaves Ring ____ Improper Equipment ____
Did not know how to execute exercise ____

25 points per occurrence

Aggression toward judge or another dog - Disqualifying Score: ___________

200

Points
off

Net
Score

